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For Simon Le Ruez’s third solo exhibition at Vane the artist presents a new body of work made specifically for 
the gallery space. With an ever progressing, colour charged and playful oeuvre ‘The other side of you and me’ 

continues to explore themes Le Ruez has immersed himself in over recent years, that of materiality, territory, 

transparency and forms of opposition. 
 

His new work, which incorporates and combines materials such as coloured plexiglass, translucent papers, 

copper and unfired clay, revel in their spirited aesthetic transgressions. While making remains at the core of 

things, deconstruction and a sense of the unmade now share an equal stage. 
 

Drawings transcend themselves and become sculptures, but in a way whereby the transition may not be a 

permanent one and all may be given to change. Elsewhere, refined linear structures play host to loosely made 
plans and feisty propositions. What resides and is imbued in the work is a sense of the other, of turning things 

inside out and then perhaps, back again. 
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Simon Le Ruez: Biography 

 
Simon Le Ruez lives and works in Sheffield and Berlin. He studied MA Sculpture at Winchester School of Art, 

Winchester (1994-95) and BA (Hons) Fine Art Sculpture, Kennington School of Art, London (1991-94). ‘The 

other side of you and me’ is Le Ruez’s third solo exhibition for Vane following ‘This is where we meet’ in 2011 
and ‘When the Quarry Calls’ in 2007. Recent solo exhibitions include ‘As Poison Leaks Away’, Künstlerhaus 

Bethanien, Berlin, Germany, and ‘Unidentified Friends’, Cube Gallery, Manchester, UK (2010). Recent group 

exhibitions include ‘Voyage Boxed: sea journeys, island hopping & trans-oceanic concepts’, Herhúsid, 

Siglujördur, Iceland, ‘Salon Zürcher’, Zürcher Gallery, New York, USA (2015), ‘Paper Biennial Rijswijk 2014’, 
Museum Rijswijk, The Netherlands, ‘Deadpan Exchange VIII’, Casa Maauad, México City, México, 

‘Monument’, Fonds Régional d'Art Contemporain, Région Basse Normandie, Caen, France, ‘Between fact and 

fiction’, Vane, Newcastle upon Tyne (2014), ‘Subjective Maps / Disappearance’, National Gallery of Iceland, 
Reykjavik, Iceland, ‘Luminous Language’, Launch F18, New York, USA, ‘Anonymous Drawings 2013’, Galerie 

Nord / Kunstverein Tiergarten, Berlin, Germany (2013), ‘Day In, Day Out’, Aid & Abet, Cambridge, ‘Postcards 

from the Edge’ (Visual AIDS), Cheim & Read, New York, USA (2012), and ‘Agency of Unrealized Projects’, 
Kopfbau, Messeplatz, Basel, Switzerland (2011). 
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For further information or images please contact: 

Christopher Yeats, Programme Manager 

tel: 0191 261 8281, email: info@vane.org.uk 
 

Vane is open Wednesday-Saturday, 12-5pm during exhibitions, admission free. 

Vane, First Floor, Commercial Union House, 39 Pilgrim Street, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 6QE. 
www.vane.org.uk 

 

Vane 

 
Vane was founded in 1997 in Newcastle upon Tyne in the North East of England. Vane opened a permanent 

gallery space in Newcastle city centre in 2005. In October 2011 Vane launched a brand new gallery space on 

the first floor of Commercial Union House, 39 Pilgrim Street in the centre of Newcastle. Vane represents the 
work of a number of artists, both from across the UK and internationally, as well as showing the work of invited 

artists in collaboration with other galleries. The gallery directors are Paul Stone and Christopher Yeats. Vane is 

supported by Arts Council England. 

 


